The “How to Lead Virtual Teams” guide offers you an experience of practising sustainable leadership in virtual,
multicultural, and multidisciplinary teams.
Today, almost every organisation operates in virtual and even more complex environments. The ERASMUS+ project
“Sustainable Management: Tools for Tomorrow” (TOO4TO) has addressed this challenge and contributes to the goal
of better and more sustainable virtual leadership. The project consortium has developed a virtual and interactive
guide, “How to Lead Virtual Teams”. It is an open-access and multimodal guide that summarises and compiles the
most recent studies and relevant materials related to team development and sustainable leadership. Throughout
this guide, we have used the story of a virtual project team to illustrate several important examples of challenges
and opportunities that real virtual team leaders and members face in their multicultural and multidisciplinary
teamwork (e.g. psychological safety & trust, diversity in virtual teams).
Also, tips and concrete tools for facilitating and collaborating in virtual teams are offered. In addition, polls and
assignments make this guide engaging and enhance your learning. This guide can be used by various businesses and
projects collaborating virtually. Also, educational institutions can integrate this guide into their studies to support
students’ collaboration online and strengthen their virtual teamwork skills.
Gdańsk University of Technology invites you and your colleagues to the How to Lead Virtual Teams Workshop on
December 1. We will discuss the current state of virtual and hybrid teams and how your organisation can take
advantage of the virtual guide and all the other results of the project.
The workshop is targeted to teachers/educators, managers and employees at international organisations.
Participation in the workshop is free of charge but requires registration. Due to the limited capacity, this workshop is
primarily targeted at those outside the Gdańsk University of Technology. The workshop will be held twice during the
same day, at 08:30 and 15:30.
Register for either one of the workshops here (deadline: 28.11.2022)
Event Details
Event name:
Date:
Time:

How to Lead Virtual Teams Workshop
December 1
Workshop option 1 at 08:30 – 10:30 (programme starts at 09:00)
Workshop option 2 at 15:30 – 17:30 (programme starts at 16:00)
Place: Gdańsk University of Technology, Faculty of Management and Economics, Traugutta 79, 80-233 Gdańsk, room 009
Program:

Workshop 1
08:30
09:00

Workshop 2
15:30
16:00

10:30

17:30

Registration, networking, food and refreshments
Welcome and introduction to the TOO4TO project
How to lead multicultural and multidisciplinary virtual teams: tutorial & workshop
Discussion & Networking
Workshop ends

Learn more about the TOO4TO project here: https://too4to.eu/
For more information, contact prof. Małgorzata Zięba (Gdańsk University of Technology) mz@zie.pg.gda.pl
TOO4TO has been funded with support from the European Commission. The whole project’s content reflects the views only of the project consortium, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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